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*A new sizzling romance from a USA TODAY BESTSELLING Author* *This book is a standalone.

Each book in The Bennett Family series will follow a different couple.*Eric Callahan is a powerful

man, and his sharp business sense has earned him the nickname â€˜the shark.â€™ Yet under the

strict faÃ§ade is a man who loves his daughter and would do anything for her. When he and his

daughter move to San Francisco for three months, he has one thing in mind: expanding his

business on the West Coast. As a widower, Eric is not looking for love. He focuses on his company,

and his daughter.Until he meets Pippa Bennett. She captivates him from the moment he sets eyes

on her, and what starts as unintentional flirting soon spirals into something neither of them can

control. Pippa Bennett knows she should stay away from Eric Callahan. After going through a rough

divorce, she doesnâ€™t trust men anymore. But something about Eric just draws her in. He has a

body made for sin and a sense of humor that matches hers. Not to mention that seeing how

adorable he is with his daughter melts Pippaâ€™s walls one by one. The chemistry between them is

undeniable, but the connection that grows deeper every day that has both of them wondering if love

might be within their reach. When itâ€™s time for Eric and his daughter to head back home, will he

give up on the woman who has captured his heart, or will he do everything in his power to remain by

her side?*This read is recommended for ages 18+ due to mature content.
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Wow, beautiful, awesome, learning to trust, let go, open your heart and let love in again. Both Pippa

and Eric had bad experiences, Pippa due to an ex married her for her money, and Eric lost his wife

in an accident, and his daughter suffered lasting injuries from the accident. Meeting, learning to

trust, open up, not willing to give in at 1st, then the chemistry was too, too strong!! A must read.

This was such a great story. I was so happy to see the resident mother hen of the group finally get

the HEA she deserved. PoorPippa is the best big sister anyone can ask for, and it was great seeing

her finally get closure with her ex douche and get back her self confidence. I love the Bennett family,

and can't wait for the next story! Five stars all the way!

This is such a good story. Pippa doesn't trust herself, considering she has a way of picking the

wrong guy. But when she sees Eric, she is having a hard time not to give into him.Eric is not giving

up he will get under Pippas skin any way he can.There is a lot of romance, and it is also a well worth

story.It's about acceptance, truth, trust, desires.I received this ARC for a honest review.

Eric and Pippa are an awesome couple. Both suffered loss, but strong nonetheless. Their flirting

banter was cheeky and cute. Definitely made me smile how the family dynamic grew. Julie was

adorable and the ending put some happy tears in my eyes.... so sweet.While the story was well

written, I felt the sizzle between Eric and Pippa was a bit much. Thankful there was a little more

dialogue between the characters, but it almost felt as if their relationship growth was solely based on

their sizzle between the sheets. Not a lot of relational growth was done verbally.Out of the three

books I have read, I can't seem to decide which one I liked best. Seems like a toss up between the

first book and this one, but I did like all three. I'll be looking forward to future books from this author.

4 stars.

This is the first book I have read by Layla Hagen. I have found a wonderful new author. This was a

true love story. Eric is the perfect man and loving father to his 12 yo daughter Julie.. Pippa is a

beautiful woman who is the perfect match for him. Their relationship goes from friendship to lovers.

Loved both of their personalities. If you like a good old fashioned love story with some heat, you



need to read this book.

I've only read one other book by this author, Withering Hope, and that was quite some time ago. I

really liked this one. I haven't read the first two books in this series but look forward to going back

and getting them as well.Eric is a single dad running his own jewelry company. Pippa is a jewelry

designer with her family's company. These two both come into this with baggage and a whole lot of

fear, but their chemistry is hot and undeniable.This had some pretty steamy scenes and love this

close knit Bennett family. Very excited to read more!

Loved this book !! But with all honesty i loved the first two book also. Loved Pippa ( hated the name)

and Eric wow ! The Bennett family is the best. As much as i loved reading about Pippa and Eric love

affair. I loved reading about the crazy Bennett's. I laughed and i did cry some. But all in all this was

a great story. I just hope we hear from the rest of the family. I will be buying all of them. And i love

the way this story ended. So good. Get this series well worth it. Hope there will be more to come.

I love this author's style of writing and storytelling and this book was one of her best stories of this

series.I enjoyed the two main characters in this story and all of the secondary characters, new and

old ones from previous stories. The romance was beautifully written and I enjoyed how the story

progressed and the characters were developed.Definitely a five-star rating this book was

exceptional.
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